
OXFORD INN 28 Fore Street, Redruth, TR15 2BQ

Available on our
New Front of House Contract

Pub Overview

This high street value pub has across-the-board appeal – and, with its super amenities and enviable location, it could
easily be attracting even more trade. The pub had a spruce-up back in November and it’s now in excellent condition
and ready to welcome a new intake of customers. Though the Oxford is primarily a wet-led pub, there is a catering
kitchen on site, which means a basic daytime food offer could really make its mark on the shoppers and workers in
this attractive little town. There's a good range of pub teams, and lively karaoke and disco nights pull in plenty of
punters of a weekend.
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OXFORD INN
28 Fore Street, Redruth, TR15 2BQ

Business facilities
The Oxford Inn is set back from Redruth's main shopping street and has a striking exterior. Inside, the
trading area features an open-plan public bar with attractive new slate flooring, and an area that's
popular for fans of pool with its own bar - this is not used at present. The pub has BT Sport and there
is a large screen mounted on the wall. A wood-burning stove adds a welcoming glow, and the pub is
equipped with WiFi. Outside is a lovely beer patio that offers partial protection from the elements, and
the car park to the rear can house around half a dozen cars. There is a compact electrical kitchen,
which can deliver up to 24 covers, and there is also a large cellar.

Private accommodation
There are three bedrooms, a kitchen and a lounge.

Pub Type
Punch High Street Pubs tend to reflect the busy bustling activity outside their doors. The successful
High Street Pub changes its offer throughout the day to meet the needs of very different customers. By
day it is a sanctuary to the weary shopper, be it breakfast, coffee, a quick bite at lunchtime, a
refreshing cup of tea or chilled glass of wine. By night the High Street Pub changes into a town centre
bar, as retail and office workers stop by and local residents, many of whom will be regular visitors,
enjoy a night on the town.

The mainstream offer is based around a combination of product quality, service and price. The offer
must consistently deliver good service and classic food and drink ranges. Marketing communications
focus on quality and service, with the use of some price mechanics to drive trade. Major brands are
stocked but there is the opportunity to trade up from the standard offer to a cask ale for example, or a
better quality wine.

Would this pub suit you?
The perfect publican for the Oxford Inn will be a local person who can really fit into Redruth life.
Someone who already knows the local crowd stands an excellent chance of developing the Oxford as
a true community hub and making the most of its very best assets: its central location and its warm
and welcoming trading area. You may have experience of working within a town-centre set-up, and
you'll have the personality to drive trade into the pub, whether to watch sport, to take part in team
games, or simply to enjoy a pint of ale and a freshly prepared sandwich.

What's the area like?
Redruth is a small town with a limited range of shops and cafes, as well as its own cienma. It was once
at the heart of the Cornish mining industry, and today it is a centre for mining heritage and history, with
a range of attraction and museums in the area. It does receive some tourist attention, but most of the
pub’s trade will be local. Redruth is 20 minutes from Truro, and around 40 from St Austell. The nearest
large city, Plymouth, is just under an hour and a half away.

   








